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ITALY

“I was happy to be back doing collective art after the pandemic.
Through a workshop, I was finally able to get back at painting

together with other people.
Art is a fundamental medium to get to know

each other and communicate"
Sarala

“It was my first foot painting experience, I really enjoyed the
multicultural environment and the volunteers

were kind, wonderful experience!"
Amanda



"From this experience, I will take home with me the artistic
part of it because I hade the chance to learn news techniques,
but the human aspect of it was very important as well: it was

proven how art can create inclusion without necessarily
having to share the same culture or language"

Giacomo

"The activity I liked the most has been the murales workshop,
where I had the chance to get to know lots of new people and I

also learned to draw with spray cans!"
Abdul Jabar



"To me, Migrart has been a place to learn new things 
and to feel that everyone is welcome"

 

Scan the QR codes and

look at the videos!



"My favorite activity was tie dye because I always practiced it
alone, but doing it in a team was so much better"

Elena

"This experience was very formative for me because it allowed
me to express myself through artistic techniques that were

unknown to me before MigrArt, it was a good opportunity to meet
with other people after a time of forced isolation"

Serena



"This year I met a lot of people, we made a community and I
learned how to make murals"

Anna

"To me, MigrArt means rebuilding what was lost during two years
of pandemic. Thanks to MigrArt it was possible to reconnect ties

and relationships in an inclusive way through art"
Asia



"My favorite activity was the murals workshop, it was very nice
and interesting to participate to this project especially after this

lockdown period"
Caterina

Scan the QR codes and

look at the videos!



"I really appreciate the MigrArt experience as I got to meet
new people and practice new activities that introduced me to

different ways of using the body to create art"
Juliette

"After the lockdown, this event was a wonderful chance to
socialize with new people in a live interactive way."

Sidita



"Thanks to this project I learned new drawing techniques, but
what I appreciated most of all is that through drawing I was able

to meet new people and express myself with them."
Jonathan

"This project was very good because it allowed me to meet new
people and it was helpful in getting used to my new life in Italy."

Steven
 



"From this experience, I cherish the people I met at each
activity, new friends with who I was able to enjoy the city,

compare ideas and make art together. Through new
imaginaries it was possible to connect with others."

Noemi

"I really enjoyed this project because it allowed me to meet and
collaborate with new people. With this kind of activity you always

learn something you didn't know before"
Ousain

 



"My favorite activity was the workshop with stencils; I enjoyed
seeing people's ideas developed through this technique. 

The result was very beautiful and impressive"
Luca

 

"We did interesting activities that gave me the chance to
meet new people but also to gather with people I already

knew: we experienced new activities that we didn't
 have a chance to do before"

Stefano
 



PORTUGAL

Scan the QR codes and

look at the videos!



Scan the QR codes and

look at the videos!

"It was very challenging to take part to the project, I had 
the chance to learn a lot of new artistic techniques"

Sara



"It is important to have fun and feel like a group, like
singing in a choir. This is why is so interesting to work

with people of other cultures, it brings
 so much more to the experience!"

Louise

"I really enjoyed the stencil workshop, I learned a lot 
and I am sure I will use these tools in other experiences"

Pedro



"What I really liked about this project, is that we worked
together with people that were not into art. This was

made by people for people"
Mara

"I really enjoyed to be part of this MigrArt project!"
Mariana



"In my experience art is a way of getting to
know each other, through dance and music"

Zélie

"Through art you can create connection even without
communicating with words, it was very special for us to

do this together"
Asli



"Here in Portugal I gained experience about
different form of arts, through recycled

materials and with an intercultural approach"
Alex

"We had the chance to express ourselves
 with art instead of words"

Mert



"I think that dance can unite people. It is not about the
"right movement", but to just feel the vibes. 

It was really empowering for all the participants,
it creates confidence and community"

Ramona

"Art brings us together. If you meet someone that is not
from your country or speaks your language, music and

dance can bring you together"
Dilruba



"MigrArt gave us the tools to express ourselves and
express the unexplainable through the different forms of

art"
Gabriel

"I really liked this workshop because I could express
what was in my mind through art"

Héloise



SPAIN

The intercultural group of MigrArt drew on
colored paper what the quarantine meant

to them and then they turned these
thoughts into paper planes to fly them off. 

 
 

  "By playing board games we got to
know each other and we had a fun

time! The activity ended with  thatan
intercultural snack with typical food

of the participant's countries."
 
 



"We drew over a paper, creating
collaborative artistic pieces using

individual creativity and randomness
 to generate a common work, by

illustrating it afterwards"
 
 
 



"We painted on the wall a geometric sea on which the sun shines
with a lighthouse: this is a very important symbol. The sun rises every day and we can

always find a person to guide us along the way, just like a lighthouse".
 



"We decided to continue painting the
Heat and Coffee Center’s corridor,

in order to renovate the image of this
place for those people, young and

old, who come to do different activities
and find shelter during the year".

 

The aim of this activity was to encourage the participants to reflect on
the emotions they felt when they were able to leave home for the first

time after quarantine, as well as to continue providing them
 with artistic tools, that help them manage and share their personal

experiences and emotions
 

Secondly, each participant was given a post-it where they should
write about their experience. For many of them, it was the first

contact with Spain and a chance to work on antifragility.



In November, Red Incola held a spray-painting session for the Migrart project. With this session the intention was to
transmit the knowledge acquired during the activity that took place in Valladolid with the same topic.

 

It was a very interesting activity for them and through this new artistic tool, they were able
 to express their beliefs and thoughts.



Everyone had fun and this activity has stimulated a lot
the young people’s creativity.

 Red Íncola held the Migrart session utilizing modeling
clay. The main aim of this activity was to give the
participants an opportunity to express themselves 

with a different material.
 
 

Scan the QR codes and

look at the videos!



In this activity we created objects and shapes with
coloured fabrics, and with a lot of fantasy,

Everyone created nice things.
 

 
 

"It has been very funny, the group of young people felt
very entertained and each artwork was very creative"

 
 
 



In this activity the intercultural group lived a musical
experience with drums, with a professional musician called
Yonder. He teached them how to play and, after that, they

created a song together.

Scan the QR codes and

look at the videos!



The main aim of the event was to empower participants on the
topic of racism, to reflect on it inherent meaning for each

person and to build connections between the participants. 
Each participant was invited to share as much as he/she

wanted without pressure: the majority of them had migrant
background and some of the topics might be particularly

sensitive.

"I felt very happy to take part to this activity, a 
 theater workshop against racial discriminations,

because we had to chance to face really important
topics for ourselvesand raise awareness"



In this workshop, together with the illustrator Panfrita, the participants stained the paper with clouds
of Indian ink with different intesities, sizes and shapes. Each participant let his/her imagination flow.

At the end of the workshop, the illustrations were passed from hand to hand. 
Everybody  observed all the creations for a minute and shared with the others 

what the drawings conveyed  as well as surprising or disturbing aspects.
 



TURKEY

 "When you migrate, you meet a new language
and culture. This was easier for me because

Iranian and Turkish cultures are similar"
Amir

"During covid times I have experienced that it is very
important to live in the moment. The most challenging thing

for me after immigrating was the cultural difference"
 Uğur 

 

Scan the QR codes and

look at the videos!



"During the covid 19 period, I took more time for
myself.  I developed myself by spending time with

my family and friends"
Sude

"During quarantine I had the chance to study for my
university exams and to devolp myself, also in an

artistic way"
Hümeyra



"MigrArt was a new experience for me. I had
the chance to make new friends. To me,

MigrArt was an opportunity to work together"
Emirhan

 "For me, a negative aspect of covid19
was that I did not have the opportunity to

see my friends.MigrArt for me was a
good activity and it helped me socialize

so, this project means going back to
community."

Oktay



"The negative side of COVID-19 period is that I could
not get out of home. As a positive side, I have

improved my IT skills. MigrArt was a really enjoyable
experience for me. I had a lot of fun. MigrArt means

interaction and communication!"
Mehmet

 

"Although there were bad sides of COVID-19,
there also were good sides of it too. I mostly

spent time for myself and spent time
 for thinking. I also read a lot

 during COVID-19"
Burak  

 



"During the pandemic I spent more time with myself
and my family.  I had the opportunity to improve

myself by reading more books".
Safa

"During COVID-19 period I realised the importance
of face to face education. As a positive side,

 I improved my drawing skills"
Saadet



"MigrArt was an enjoyable experience for me. I
had a lot of fun socializing with other people after
a long time. To me, the word “MigrArt” means that

if people work together they can accomplish
difficult things"

Meliha 

"This period helped me to know myself better"
Metin



"I had a lot of fun spending
time and socializing with other

people after a long time"
Meliha

 "I felt an emptiness in the COVID-19 period. 
It affected me psychologically in a bad way. 
MigrART was a different experience for me".

Beyza



"Covid 19 period allowed me to study more and
this is how I got into the university. I also took

more time for myself"
Merve

"The biggest addition of the Covid-19 period to me 
has been the acquisition of a working discipline"

Muhammed



"The fact that I could not go out for sport and education
being online was very difficult for me. Also I could not

travel around Turkey since there was COVID-19. 
MigrArt was a great opportunity to express my feelings"

Khouloud
 

 "During COVID-19 I mostly spent time for myself. I
did sports, read books, and listened lots of music. I

also spend a lot of time with my family. 
That is how I turned COVID-19

 into an opportunity"
Gizem




